LOCAL BREVITIES

Burrell and Baked Sale, Saturday, at the Trinity School girls’ Sunday school room. Don’t forget to register. Rain Witness has the manuscript.

Catherine White was home from Flint over Sunday.

Avin Myers is getting his daughter, Catherine Locle Hudson to visiting paper. 

Thomas D. Cool, founder of coolest in Chicago, was here this week.

Bill Hoob has spent the week end with friends in Grand Rapids. He is here to look over the library in connection with his personal purchases.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Feely are spending the week with their mother, Mr. and Mrs. William, at Watervliet. 

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Sigley of Rome City are here spending the week with Mr. and Mrs. Clark and Mr. Frank.

The Community Sunday school held their annual puppet show Wednesday and reported a fine line.

SUNNY GUY Club

Sunny Guy Club's home of the home of Geo. Thompson in Pine Grove for Aug 5. They were pleased to have us on that date the hostess' daughter from Detroit. After dinner our meeting was held in the library, in the center of the room was a small table and program chairman. A short and witty program was enjoyed, after which our hostess treated us to ice cream and cake. It was a delightful evening.

Adjourned to meet with Mrs. Ellis Lamphere, Aug 23.

Great Week in Allegan

Allegan is getting ready for a great week this week. It is said to be gayly decorated for the event in a quite protracted way. The hotel is so filled, it is said to be given a contract for the week. Then in church will be held a special meeting of the Mop Monster has to be president of the fair and the ladies of Allegan will have a special fair of girls to give Allegan its fair share of the fair sights and visitors of Allegan and its neighbors. It is a most fitting event. It is because the coming tour always makes many visitors of which this year makes this to make the fair sights attractively many and is one of the greatest events that it is found anywhere.

It is a sad prediction that the fair will be attended by many visitors of Allegan some time during fair week.

For Register of Deeds

I am a candidate for the Republican nomination for Register of Deeds. All may come to the Northsupper meeting room, this Tuesday, at J. A. White’s, and I will be there.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson, whose home was burned last month in a strange and mysterious way, have returned to their home.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dungan and family have returned home from a trip through northern Michigan.

Ray. Piercer leaves for a vacation trip today and we wish her to have a good time at her destination.
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**Dean of Air Cameramen is Still "Shooting"**

Department of conservation officers have started checking up on the fur dealers. It is reported that Michigan will receive thousands of dollars in fines from this action. Fifty furriers who made a secret sale of the fur illegally, have been traced to the list of dealers who made the collections made for the fur. The best of all with the value of $4,245, will bring very close $2,000. Even though the department of legal action has made a threat to the fur dealers, them is a report that the furs will be sold. The dealers for market and they are not to be sold.

*ChURCH TREASURY*  
*Yielding Buried Treasures*

Pauline Properly, Spanish lady who has been working in the government's war work, has found a number of valuable documents and papers in a church in Mexico. The documents include letters, diaries, and other documents that provide insight into the history of the church. The church itself is a beautiful example of Spanish colonial architecture.

*Peggy and Her Husband-To-Be*

Peggy Hopkins Joy, at Drav.Weight, French watering place, with her latest picture, 10 years, North Beach, Es., where she recently announced her engagement.

*State Hunts Illegal Pelts*

Departments of conservation officers have started checking up on the fur dealers. It is reported that Michigan will receive thousands of dollars in fines. Fifty furriers who made a secret sale of the fur illegally, have been traced to the list of dealers who made the collections made for the fur. The best of all with the value of $4,245, will bring very close $2,000. Even though the department of legal action has made a threat to the fur dealers, them is a report that the furs will be sold. The dealers for market and they are not to be sold.

*Now Is Best Time To Begin Planning*

Planning the garden is a matter for early spring. Ten or twenty-five varieties of trees, shrubs, and flowers are available. The gardeners should be sure to choose varieties that will grow best in their area. The gardeners should also be sure to choose varieties that will grow best in their area. The gardeners should also be sure to choose varieties that will grow best in their area.

*How To Put On Campfire*

Many people do not know how to start a campfire. As a result, they often fail to make the fire. Conservation department officers believe that the best way to light a fire is to use a match. To make the fire, they should be sure to choose varieties that will grow best in their area. The gardeners should also be sure to choose varieties that will grow best in their area. The gardeners should also be sure to choose varieties that will grow best in their area.

*Church Treasuries Buried Treasure*

Peggy Hopkins Joy, at Drav.Weight, French watering place, with her latest picture, 10 years, North Beach, Es., where she recently announced her engagement.
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Illegal to Hold
Secret Sessions

Public officials in Michigan may not conceal secret to transmit official business. Attorney General Wilbur M. Brucker holds in an opinion given out recently.

Brucker was in answer to a question whether a township board of trustees might act in private from which the meeting was conducted the public. The attorney general said yes, as the home was thrown open to a group of public officials, the theory was that the officer's right to exclude others, because the fundamental principle of the Americans may have access to all meetings of their affairs in open and all records of proceedings of each such session take place prior to their taking place in public.

In his opinion, the attorney general also mentioned that the board of trustees would hold true of village and city councils.

The old English common law theory that the public is aiding to assemble itself in small groups of official, only as a matter, it was argued, by Mr. Brucker's opinion and, indeed, he holds that by precedent and constitutional provision, the public has no right to attend any such meetings.

Questioned as to whether this opinion would eliminate "chamber"

brings four executive meetings at the town or county council board of public works or any other local legislative or administrative body, Mr. Brucker intimated that the public should have the right to attend these meetings.

He declined to be quoted directly, however, explaining that it was first necessary to go into the matter in an exhaustive manner.

Baldwin Trout Hatchery Enlarged

As a result of unusual success in the raising of rainbow trout fry in troughs below the Baldwin Dam, provision has been made for raising 100,000 of the young fish in addition to the 75,000 that have been in the troughs.

Thirty new troughs were installed by the state conservation department, and it is expected to increase the number of young trout fry that can be raised for the 1926 fishing season.

In connection with the care of the trout, a new lot of rainbow planted in the troughs, it was learned that the water of Baldwin Creek is unusually well adapted to growing fish in the troughs.

The stream water is led into the troughs through pipes that are placed in the stream, and the water is used to oxygenate the fish by means of a special system.

The young trout are fed four times daily, carrying in each case, and are supplied with a mix of food that they can consume easily.

An Improved Postal Regulation

The new postal rate which went into effect July 1, 1925, will have a peculiarly

and strong appeal for many people. We refer to the case of those persons who have the same family circle in another community—and through subscription to the same newspaper, the office of the paper, but just a casual single issue. There have been no occurrences of any little event that is of mutual interest and concern or a portion of which is made in the press.

The first line of the new regulations, which preceded the new-rate issue, was as follows:

"The new postal rates will be enforced in the semiregular classes where phone rates are fixed for daily or weekly, it was a concern practice to run wrap the copy, file a one-coat stamp to the wrapper and it is a broadcast failure following in some distantly city.

The scarcity is apparent, and it is expected to continue for some time.

The last war period and the days that followed the last repulsions when the country went back to the former condition.

This letter of instructions is incorporated and enables the state to assemble as rapidly as possible to a point where the majority of the trout plants planted in this year will be in the fishing season.

The young trout are fed four times daily, carrying in each case, and are supplied with a mix of food that they can consume easily.

The Geneseo Conservation club has adopted a resolution on the state conservation department to outfit game and fish laws in Michigan.

The club has agreed to divide the funds contributed by its members and be used for the purchase of game and fish regulations for the coming season.
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The Night Fair at Allegan and the Homecoming Celebration Too!

Great Gathering of Politicians Wednesday

Wonderful Week's Program for Young and Old

The fireworks program at the Allegan Fair this year will include a series of features different every night. The Pennsylvania Fireworks Corp. will show the first night Baronet George with Sparkle Pun, the Gumps and Oh, Min! Each of these specialties requires 200 square feet of space. Another big box on the second night will be that of the brand new Cats on the Alley Fence and these fire cats actually scream. A third feature will be that of the brand new barrel of blazing fire cats that will be a real thrill for the children. These features will be remembered. Join the crowds either day or night and enjoy these unusual features, shown at state fairs only.

Look up your lost relatives this year at the Allegan fair. The Homecoming Celebration will bring in all the lost and found in every family and they will be the happiest folks on the fairground. Young and old, the high-ups and the low-downs will all be there--a gathering such as Allegan never saw before.

Remember, Wednesday, Gov. Green. Remember, Thursday, the Homecoming Crowd.

And Don't Forget, Friday, That Swell Car Given Away. See this Standard Six Dodge Sedan in front of the Bank with the Stone Front every day now to fair time.

DON'T MISS THE ALLEGAN FAIR

FLOUR SALE

We have just received a cargoship of spring wheat flour "Ben Hurd" brand, made by the largest mill in the country. Absolutely guaranteed to you to be the best flour you have used and to give satisfaction or your money will be refunded cheerfully.

Price per Barrel $7.35
Price per Sack, 95c

This is a mighty good price and now is the best time of the year to put in your flour. We guarantee it to please you. Why buy winter wheat or blended flours when you can get the best flour obtainable for less than these inferior flours.

Bran, $1.75 cwt.
Car old-fashioned Michigan White Flour Middlings just in, $2.25 per cwt.

Western Middlings look like bran compared with these white middlings. These sure are good.

Gobleville Milling Co.
W. J. Davis, Mgr.
GOBLES, MICH.

FREE MOVIE

Gobles Saturday Night

See a good movie at the expense of Gobles Merchants

ALBERT J. FOELCH, M.D.
Dentist
Gobleville, Mich.

Order for Publication

*THE SUMMER HOLIDAY* was reviewed by the authors in the December issue of the Film Journal. This picture is identified as one of the outstanding crowd pleasers of the season. It was written by George C. Walker, whose recent work, "Old Acquaintance," was equally popular. The colors are bright and clear, the technical merit is high, and the story is well told. It should appeal to all audiences.
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Methodist Church
Sunday School, 11:00 o'clock
Morning Worship, 12:30
Evensong, 7:30
Prayer meeting Thursday eve at 7:30
All services on eastern time.
A welcome to all.
J. W. Babcock

For County Treasurer
I wish to announce that I will be a candidate for the nomination of the Republican ticket at the primary election at Allegan on Aug. 6th.

Homer Turner, Porte, Mich.

Primary Election
To be held at the Allegan High School, Allegan, Mich., on Wednesday, Aug. 6th.
The offices at stake are:

For County Treasurer, one candidate will be nominated.

For Register of Deeds, one candidate will be nominated.

It is the intention of the Michigan Republican to endorse the candidates nominated by the State Central Committee.

H. E. Pollard, Clerk of the County Court.

Orders for Publication

*THE SUMMER HOLIDAY* was reviewed by the authors in the December issue of the Film Journal. This picture is identified as one of the outstanding crowd pleasers of the season. It was written by George C. Walker, whose recent work, "Old Acquaintance," was equally popular. The colors are bright and clear, the technical merit is high, and the story is well told. It should appeal to all audiences.
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See a good movie at the expense of Gobles Merchants

Gobleville Milling Co.
W. J. Davis, Mgr.
GOBLES, MICH.

"Just plain wonderful"
...say all who have seen it

FREE MOVIE

Gobles, Saturday night

See a movie at the expense of Gobles Merchants

ALBERT J. FOELCH, M.D.
Dentist
Gobleville, Mich.

Order for Publication

*THE SUMMER HOLIDAY* was reviewed by the authors in the December issue of the Film Journal. This picture is identified as one of the outstanding crowd pleasers of the season. It was written by George C. Walker, whose recent work, "Old Acquaintance," was equally popular. The colors are bright and clear, the technical merit is high, and the story is well told. It should appeal to all audiences.
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For Drain Commissioner

Harry Atty of Waverly town ship announces his candidacy for county drain commissioner, subject to the ratification of the Republican primaries, Sept. 4, 1928. Vote as you are instructed.

H. F. Polk Adv
Girl New Literary Celebrity

Although she is only 18, Miss Myrtle Johnson is one of the most popular of literary figures in Europe. She has written many books, which have been translated into several languages and sold in many foreign countries.

Cookies Deviled

"One upon a time," as the story begins, "there was a little girl who lived in a small town in one of the provinces of France. It is true that she lived in the country, but she seemed to have a world of her own, with secrets and adventures that others could only guess at.

Suggested Talking Points

- Face massage by careful use of oils
- Several exercises to strengthen the face

Holland Girl Turns Painter

Miss Iris von Potee probably is the most popular of any member of her class, as she is the only one who has a real talent for art. She is a talented painter, and most of her paintings have been sold for high prices.

Household Hints

- Multiple uses for onion peels
- How to make a natural fertilizer
- Easy and effective cleaning methods

The Bonny Van Winckle

The story of the Bonny Van Winckle is a classic tale of love and adventure. She was a beautiful woman who lived in a small village in the countryside. One day, she met a handsome farmer who swept her off her feet with his charm and good looks.

Star Gazing

Personal and confidential: Movie fans in the know wouldn't be surprised to hear that Miss Susan Gilbert auditorium, by Miss Sarah Smolick, producer. Ken was to direct the film. It's a true story about a young girl who lived in a small town in the middle of the countryside.

Mary Douglas of Virginia vamped her way to movie fame in a hurry. A "starlet" was not the word for her, however, She had been a chorus girl before she was discovered by a producer who was looking for "the next big thing.

Preparation Made

For Clinton Fair

The premiere book for the 1926 Clinton county fair is held at 8 p.m. E. Hathaway, secretary.

The complete list of free news includes the famous Bessie Brothers, renowned for their yesteryear charm and humor, who will be in the tent on Monday.

**Boyd S. Swed**
Cold Meats

CIRCUS! CIRCUS! CIRCUS!

Adams Bros.
Circus
First American Tour
Barber's Bathing Beach
Base Line Lake
SUNDAY, AUG. 19
2 Performances
2 Big show on show ground at 12 noon. BE THERE! Don't forget the date.
A high class variety circus, trained animal, poodles, dogs and high school dancing bears.
A herd of clowns. Bands of music.
Traveling in their own self-propelled fleet of twenty two trucks. A mile long of splender. See it.

BISHOP FIELD LINE
Our Bumper Crop in Indiana

Call W. H. FERGUSON for further information

Regent Theater
Allegan

BIG SALE on ROOFING

Prices in 10 square lots

Talc Surfaced Roofing
Cornelian color value per sq. $2.00
No. 1. light
No. 2. medium
No. 3. heavy
No. 4. extra heavy

Stellite Surfaced Roofing
Cornelian color value per sq. $2.00
No. 1. light
No. 2. medium
No. 3. heavy
No. 4. extra heavy

Stellite Surfaced Shingles
Cornelian, color value, per sq. $2.00
Satin, 13 sz.
Shoy, 11 sz.

H. W. TAYLOR

RED GOOSE SHOES

cash for sale and draw in sold at store, with prepared satisfaction.

J. L. Clement & Sons

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY YAN HURRY COUNTY BANKERS ASSOCIATION.

Get

Gibbons, Pleasant Street, Ashtabula, Ohio.

THE FIRST STATE BANK

COUNTY, OHIO.

ORIG. MEMBER OF ST. MARY'S STATE BANK ASSOCIATION.